
Wine&Spirits magazine is at the center of a core community of

working wine people, industry insiders and thoughtful consumers who appreciate

wine as much for its substance as for its style.W&S readers access information in

a variety of formats: in print and digital editions, through our searchable wines

database at wineandspiritsmagazine.com and our winery profiles and blogposts

at Top100Wineries.com.

W&S readers are an influential group: They hold and develop ideas about wine

that ultimately shape the attitudes and preferences of a much larger world.W&S

reports in depth on the trends, the wines, the regions, soils, food, personalities, and

collective wisdom that all go into making wine one of the world’s great experi-

ences.

We taste over 10,000 wines a year, of which we recommend and review only the

very best. Our tastings are all conducted blind, with guest judges from the indus-

try joining us to ensure complete transparency.

The magazine, founded in 1982, is well-established and often cited as the best-

written wine publication in the country: W&S has won five James Beard Awards

for excellence in wine writing..

W&S has a national distribution of 86,576, including paid subscriptions,

selected newsstands, bookstores and retail stores; the greatest concentration is in

the larger cities and their high-income suburbs.

W&S’s readership is an evenmix of wine professionals and consumers; 73%male,

mostly post-graduate. Median income is $125K. W&S readers are overwhelmingly

opinion-makers: 98% report that they regularly recommend wines to others.
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When You Think Abou Wine
Wine S& pirits
CALERA CENTRAL COAST PINOT NOIR 

91
  POINTS

Josh Jen sen’s relatively humble Central Coast 
bottling is particularly good in 2014. The fruit 
comes mostly from Monterey and Santa 
Barbara and San Luis Obispo counties, 
including blue-chip vineyards like Bien 
Nacido in Santa Maria Valley and Doctor’s in 
the Santa Lucia Highlands. Its plump, sunny 
texture and green edges cohere into a leafy 
red straw berry flavor that’s appetizing and 
refreshing, cool and warm at once.
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